
HKA Uniform Guideline

Uniforms are required for all students attending HKA.

Primary

Daily Uniform :

- official white shirt with logo (short or long sleeve shirt)

- official trousers, shorts or skorts in the school's blue colour

- official outerwear with logo

- hat for outdoor activity. Students may wear an official HKA hat or a hat of their choosing.

P.E. Kit :

- blue dri-fit t-shirt or red cotton P.E. t-shirt

- blue dri-fit shorts/skort

- P.E. trousers

There are two P.E. lessons per week for all primary grades. Primary School students may wear their P.E. kit to

school on P.E. days and are not required to change into their regular uniforms. To participate in PE students

must wear sneakers (trainers) and must have a water bottle and hat for outdoor activities. Students who do

not have a complete kit will not be allowed to participate.

Secondary

Daily Uniform :

- official white shirt with logo (short or long sleeve shirt)

- official trousers, shorts or skorts in the school's beige colour

- official track pants and black shorts with logo

- official outerwear with logo

P.E. Kit :

- blue dri-fit t-shirt

- blue dri-fit shorts/skorts

- P.E. trousers

Secondary School students in G6 - G10 are expected to wear their gym kit for P.E. only and wear their regular

uniforms the rest of the day. G11 and G12 students may wear their own appropriate sports clothing. To

participate in P.E. students must wear sneakers (trainers) and must have a water bottle.

All Students

- Closed shoes or sneakers (trainers) should be worn with socks.

- Sandals are permitted but, for safety reasons, cannot have open backs and must be flat (no platforms,

flip flops or Crocs) and safe for running.

- During the rainy and cold season children may wear rainwear and heavier outerwear jackets of their

choice, however, clothing worn inside school during the school day must be specified school uniform, e.g. hoodies and fleeces.

- Students who wear non-HKA uniform garments will be asked to wear a borrowed garment for the day.


